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College Day—139

S

t Aloysius College (Autonomous) celebrated its annual day with the theme „Samrakshana: Accompanying
Youth in Preserving Our Common House‟ on Friday,
March 8 at the college grounds.

Rector of St Aloysius Institutions, Fr Dionysius Vas in
his presidential address said, “The expert committee
who visited the college as a part of inspection for
Deemed University status, commented that they saw a
dedicated and committed campus". “Our students and
faculty love the campus. I salute all who are a part of
this college. On the occasion of the 139th college day, we
have chosen the theme of saving biodiversity. Humans
cannot live without biodiversity. Protection of nature
and conservation of wildlife is very important because
this is a gift we pass on to our future generations. The
mission of conservation should be taken by today‟s young
generation. The theme of 139th college day shall inspire
our students,” he added.
The annual report of the academic year was presented
by Fr Dr Praveen Martis, the principal of the college. It

Dr Ullas Karanth, Director of Science - Asia, Wildlife
Conservation Society, New York was the chief guest for
the event.
In his inaugural address Ullas Karanth said, “Wildlife
conservation stresses on the message of allowing other
creatures on this earth to live. The subject speaks on
love for nature, knowledge about the scarcity of natural
resources and protection of nature.” He further said,
“When I was born, India had 80 percent poverty. But

now it has dramatically reduced. The improved standard
of living has automatically increased people‟s material
aspirations. This directly affects the natural resources
and ultimately it‟s the humans who suffer. Development
is not necessarily bad. But same time we should avoid
the bad developmental projects. These projects harm
nature, affect wildlife and finally humans. So there is a
need for timely awareness.”

was followed by a video presentation highlighting the
success of the college during the academic year. Prof Raj
Gopal Bhat the Convenor of the college day delivered the
welcome address.
Following the address by the dignitaries, the meritorious
students and sports achievers were honoured with mementos and certificates.
Apart from the formal stage programme various cultural
events were performed by students.
Dr A M Narahari - registrar, Fr Melwyn Lobo - finance
officer, Fr Denzil Lobo - Director AIMIT, Fr Pradeep Antony, Dr John E D Silva, Dr Alwyn D‟Sa, Dr Richard
Gonsalves, Dr Laveena Lobo, Directors, Fr Melwyn Pinto, Director Radio Sarang and Konkani Institute, Dr
Saraswati - co-convenor, Relston Lobo - President Student Council were present on dias.
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Radio Sarang 107.8 FM Decennial Celebration

R

adio Sarang 107.8 FM, the Community Radio of St
Aloysius College (Auotnomous), Mangaluru inaugurated
its Decennial year celebration “DASHA SAMBHRAMA”
on 12th March 2019 at Eric Mathias Hall. Sri Sri Sri
Ekagamyananda Swamiji of Sri Ramakrishna Mission,

his Presidential address congratulated the service rendered by Radio Sarang in the last 10 years. He said that
we need to look at the society with compassion. Hence
awareness, understanding and culture need to be
reached to the common man and Radio Sarang has been
doing it meaningfully and consistently.
Principal of the college Rev. Dr Praveen Martis SJ
shared the story of the inception and steady growth of
Radio Sarang. He wished that many more excellent and
innovative programmes would be broadcast by the Community Radio.
Reported by Ms Chandrakala
Interaction with Prof. Navakantha Bhat

T
Mangaluru inaugurated the programme. Sri J.R. Lobo,
Former MLA, Cine Artist, Sri Devdas Kapikad were the
guests. Rector of St Aloysius Institutions, Rev. Fr Dionysius Vaz SJ presided over the programme. Principal,
Rev. Dr Praveen Martis SJ and Director of Radio Sarang, Rev Dr Melwyn Pinto SJ were present on the dais.
On this auspicious occasion, a seminar was arranged for
the students. Sri Manohar Prasad, Bureau Chief of
Udayavani, Mangaluru and Dr Narendra Rai Derla were
the resource persons.
During the programme, large umbrellas were distributed for 5 needy street vendors of the city who also are
Radio Sarang listeners. They were: Irene D‟Souza, Nelluraya, Smt Indu, Kamala Elyar Padav and M.M. Malagi (Samosa Ajja). Besides this, an Intercollegiate Radio
Drama competition was arranged.
Registrar, Dr A.M. Narahari, Sri Ganesh Amin
Sankamar, Dr Alwyn D‟Sa were present during the programme.
Rev. Dr Melwyn Pinto welcomed the gathering. Programme Coordinator, Abhishek Shetty Padil compered
the programme. Roshan Crasta proposed the vote of
thanks.
Sri Ekagamyananda Swamiji, in his inaugural address,
explained the differences between Radio and other
modes of communication. He said that the Radio is significantly unique and different from the visual media.
Listening to the pleasant and meaningful messages in
the Radio and reflecting on them as well as putting them
into practice is a special experience. It does not limit
itself to a few areas but encompasses everything. He appreciated the noble work done by Radio Sarang of St Aloysius College.
Former MLA, Sri J R Lobo unveiled the Decennial logo
of Radio Sarang and said that the employees of the Community radio have been rendering yeomen service to the
people of Dakshina Kannada by reaching its message to
the last, the least and the lost. In an age where violence
and negativity dominates, Radio Sarang is upholding
values of harmony and mutual co-existence.
Film actor and director Sri Devdas Kapikad enumerated
his affiliation and affection with Radio Sarang.
Rev. Fr Dionysius Vas, Rector, Aloysian Institutions in

he subject association alchemy organised an interactive session with Prof. Navakanta Bhat, Chairman, Centre for Nano Science and Engineering, IISC Bangalore
on 6/03/2019 at Robert Sequeira Hall.
Addressing the students, Prof. Navakantha Bhat dis-

cussed regarding the fundamental discoveries adopted in
science making life better. He also mentioned that science has no boundaries, the discoveries made through
science have benefitted the society at large. He also answered the queries of students on how to carry out research and the things need to be considered in research.
His keen interest on nanomaterials and its applications

made him discover biosensors. He also has 24 patents to
his credit for his contribution in the field of nanomaterials.
Assistant Prof Dr. Divya N Shetty presented a memento
as a token of gratitude to Prof. Navakantha Bhat.
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STAR Student Awards programme

T

he Physical Science Departments of St Aloysius College (Autonomous) organised STAR Student Awards programme on 6th March 2019 in LCRI Hall. Prof.
Navakantha Bhat, Chairman, Centre for Nanoscience
and Engineering, IISc, Bengaluru was the Chief Guest.
Principal, Rev. Dr Praveen Martis SJ presided over the
programme. Program Convenor - Ms Nandini Shet, Coordinator, STAR College Scheme -Dr Ronald Nazareth, Director of Xavier Block - Dr John E. D'Silva and Dean of
Physical Sciences - Dr Prakash kamath were present on
the dais.

Addressing the gathering Prof. Navakanta Bhat said
that, the fundamental discoveries adopted in Science
made our life better. The discoveries of communication
and health care in Science are very appreciative. Science
has no boundaries and it is indeed an interdisciplinary;
hence, the discoveries made through Science have benefitted the society at large. He also spoke about how the
chemical reaction takes place every second in our body.
Understanding human brain is the new challenge of this
century, he added.
Addressing the gathering, Rev. Dr Praveen Martis SJ
appreciated and congratulated the students for their
achievements. He explained the importance of Science in
our daily life. He also explained the opportunities and
challenges in science at present times. Hence, he advised
the students to come out of the box and think differently
to face the challenges of human life.
Two students of M.Sc., Roobi and Shaba Thabassum expressed their views on the programme & the benefits
they received under STAR College Scheme.

Ms Teena Immaculate Jathanna compered the STAR
Student Awards Ceremony.
Dr Ronald Nazareth welcomed the gathering and explained the opportunities and benefits of the STAR College Scheme. Dr Prakash Kamath introduced the Chief
Guest. Ms Gopee compered the programme. Ms Nandini
Shet proposed the vote of thanks.
Reported by Ms Chandrakala

Kalothsava

T

he Student Activity Committee of St Aloysius College (Autonomous) organized „Kalothsava‟ - Certificate
Awarding Ceremony 2019 on 14 March, 2019 at Fr L.F.
Rasquinha Hall, LCRI. Dr T. Jayaprakash Rao, Profes-

sor and Director, AJ Institute of Management, Mangaluru was the Chief Guest. Rev. Dr Praveen Martis SJ,
Principal of the College presided over the programme.
Chief Guest Dr T. Jayaprakash Rao, in his address, congratulated the students for achieving great accolades.
He said that there are quite a number of multifaceted
talented students at St Aloysius College. There are several changes taking place in higher education and education does not only restrict to classrooms & campus, but
goes beyond the campus. Students‟ success is measured
on the basis of their extra-curricular achievements. An
employer can see one‟s skills beyond academics. He quoted two things about success i.e., imagination and interest. He also advised the students to perform the work
diligently and with sincerity.
Principal, Rev. Dr Praveen Martis in his presidential

remarks congratulated the student achievers and said
that these students have made us proud. He wished the
students all the very best in their future endeavours.
Student Activities Co-ordinator, Dr Ishwar Bhat welcomed the gathering and explained the idea of organizing Kalotsava 2019.
Around 430 students were awarded Certificates for their
achievements in extracurricular activities. 3 students
shared their experiences.
Dr. A.M. Naharahi, the Registrar of the College and Ms
Sangeetha, Asst. Co-ordinator were present on the dais.
Ms Teena Bangera compered the programme. Ms Sangeetha proposed the vote of thanks.
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National Conference on ―Recent Advances Linking
future Prospects in Nutrition‖

T

he PG Dept. of Studies and Research in Food Science
& Technology organized a one-day National Conference
on “Recent Advances Linking future Prospects in Nutrition” on 14th March 2019 in LCRI Hall. This programme
was sponsored under Star College Scheme of DBT, Govt.
of India. Dr R Ananthan, Scientist D, ICMR, National
Institute of Nutrition, Hyderabad was the chief guest.
Rev. Dr Praveen Martis SJ, Principal, SAC presided over
the programme.

Dr. R Ananthan, in his inaugural address said that, most
of the health issues occur due to the unhealthy food habits and malnutrition. “Hence, we must develop the habit
of having healthy food and say no to refined food. Eradicating malnutrition and abundance of food production
formulated with micronutrients is the need of the hour”,
he added. He also explained the inadequacy of agricultural growth after independence and scarcity of food and
elaborated on how green revolution came to our rescue.
He congratulated the organizers for arranging such an
informative Conference.
Rev. Dr Praveen Martis in his presidential remarks
spoke on obesity and malnutrition which occurs due the
unhealthy food habits. He advised the participants to
cultivate good food habits and take healthy balanced
food. He also explained the opportunities in the field of
Food Science.
There were 2 sessions during the programme. Dr. R Ananthan, Scientist D, and Dr S.M. Jayakumar, Deputy
Director (Scientist E) both from ICMR, National Institute
of Nutrition, Hyderabad were the resource persons. They
spoke on “Role of the Biodiversity in Food as a Recent
Approach to Nutrition and Food Security” and “Role of
Vitamin A in Obesity and Its Associated Complications: A
better Perspective through Technological Advancement”
respectively.
During the programme, 40 students were awarded for
their academic achievements. Besides, there were oral
presentations of selected abstracts.
Dr Richard Gonsalves, Director, LCRI Block, Convenor,
Daniella Anne Chyne, Dr Ronald Nazareth, Coordinator,
Star College Scheme, Dr S.N. Raghavendra, HOD of PG
Dept. of Food Science & Technology were on the dais.
Rev. Dr Leo D‟Souza, Director of Applied Biology Lab and
Dr A.M. Narahari, Registrar were present during the
programme. Dr Ronald Nazareth spoke about the facilities offered under the Star College Scheme. Dr Richard
Gonsalves welcomed the gathering. Mr Ashok Kumar C
compered the Award Ceremony. Aparna compered the
programme. Ms Daniella Anne Chyne proposed the vote
of thanks.
Reported by Ms Chandrakala

5 Days Workshop on NGS Data Analysis

A

five day workshop on “NGS Data Analysis” was
organised from 11th Mar to 15th Mar‟2019 by St Aloysius
Institute of Management and Information Technology
(AIMIT), St Aloysius College, Centre for Bioinformatics
in collaboration with ICAR – Central Plantation Crop
Research Institute, Kasargod supported by the Dept. of
Biotechnology, Ministry of Science and Technology,
Govt. of India. The workshop was co-ordinated by Dr M
K Rajesh from CPCRI and Dr Hemalatha N from AIMIT. The aim of the workshop was to equip the participants with essential informatics, skill and knowledge
required to begin analyzing Next Generation Sequencing
data and carry out some of the most common types of
analysis. 32 students from different states which included faculties, PhD scholars, people from Industry, PG
students from our Dept. participated in the workshop.
5 days programme was inaugurated at AIMIT, Beeri on
11th Mar‟2019. Prof Santhosh Rebello, dean of School of
IT and Bioinformatics welcomed the audience. Rev Fr
Denzil Lobo SJ presided over the programme and Dr M
K Rajesh, co-coordinator of the programme gave vote of
thanks. Post tea session was handled by Mr Gaurab
Banerjee, Genome data scientist from Molsys Scientific
Pvt Ltd. spoke on the topic “Current trends in Genomics
and Career prospects in Genomics”. Mr Rohith from
Molsys handled the post lunch hands on session on

“Introduction to Linux and Bash scripting”. First day
programme was concluded by a session on NGS data file
formats.
Second and Third day was handled by Mr Gaurab and
Rohith on NGS variant analysis and application and
Transcriptomics. Dr Keshava Prasad from YRC,
Yenepoya university delivered a talk on Genomics.
Dr Bobby Paul from School of Life sciences, Manipal
gave an introduction to DNA Sequence Analysis and
then handled hands on session from 9 to 5 on DNA Sequence Analysis on the fourth day.
Last day was handled by Dr Hemalatha N on
“Introduction to R”. Mr Gangaraj from CPCRI clarified
the doubts of the participants on NGS.
The valedictory ceremony was held on the last day at
12.00PM which was attended by dean Prof Santhosh
Rebello, Program co-ordinator, Participants and students. Participants also gave feedback for the 5 day session. The workshop concluded with the distribution of
certificates to all the participants. In the post lunch session participants were taken to Aloysius museum and
Chapel as part of sight seeing.
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Workshop on ―Innovation in Promoting Management Education at Undergraduate Level‖

A

iming to bridge the gap between academics and industry in Management education at the Undergraduate Level,
a one-day workshop on “Innovation in Promoting Management Education at Undergraduate Level” was held on
March 02, 2019 at St Aloysius College (Autonomous), Mangaluru. The Dept. of Business Administration led by the
HOD-Ms. Arati Shanbhag and Convenors-Mr. Chetan
Shettigar, Ms Suraksha Karkera, Ms Vinola Sequeira and
Ms Prakrithi Shetty hosted the event.
Speaking at the Inaugural program, the Guest of Honour,
Prof K Sadashiva Rao, said „To tackle the dynamic nature

Kini, Mr. Sandesh Shenoy and Ms. Christabel Mary
D‟Souza. Panel discussion ranged over topics such as the
adoption of technology by entrepreneurs, Influence of the
Indian Education system in harbouring entrepreneurship among students, Foreign educational practises and
Funding and incubation for start-ups.
At the Valedictory Program the Chief Guest Mr. Ananth
Pai (Director of Bharath Group, Mangalore) advised students to explore all the BBA subjects in the undergraduate level and specialise in a core subject during the master level of education. “Reworking the course is required
to uphold the quality of Management Education at the
Undergraduate Level”.
The event was basically designed to bring the academia
and industry under one platform to share information on
innovation strategies needed for management education
at the undergraduate level.
Reported by Ms Chandrakala

Workshop-BBA Department

T
of Management, there are 4 essential leadership values
that need to be inculcated- Dream, Do, Dump & Delegate‟. He said that one has to dream about what needs to
be achieved, Do actions that help achieve the dream,
Dump hindrances & misfits and Delegate work to others
and work as a team‟.
Rev. Dr. Praveen Martis SJ, Principal, St. Aloysius College (Autonomous) Mangaluru, in his presidential remarks delivered the importance of the workshop and
said, „The workshop must help you evolve yourself, this
can happen through complete involvement in the discussions”. He gave an interesting analogy on how „there are
no free lunches‟ meaning success will reach you through
hard work and involvement.
Dr Savitha Shelley (Associate Prof., School of Management Manipal University, Manipal) delivered the first
technical session on – “Management Education at the
Undergraduate Level- Present Scenario and Prospects”.
Dr. Babu Thomas (Dean Research- St. Aloysius Institute

of Management and Information Technology, Beeri) delivered the second technical session on- “Collaborative
Learning through Management Education”.
The Panel Discussion on „Encouraging entrepreneurship
through management education‟ was moderated by Mr.
Suresh Poojary. The Panel members were Mr Bharath

he inauguration of the 3-day workshop on „Business
Analytics and Digital Marketing‟ was held on 18th March
2019 in Sanidhya Hall, SAC, Mangaluru. This workshop
was organized by the Department of Business Administration in collaboration with i5 Summit (IIM, Indore)
and makeintern.com.
Dr Somayajulu, Business Analyst, i5 Summit (IIM, Indore) and Mr Shoaib, Digital Marketing Trainer and

Consultant, makeintern.com were the Resource Persons.
Rev. Dr Praveen Martis SJ, Principal, SAC presided over
the inaugural programme.
Dr A.M. Narahari, Registrar, Director of Arrupe Block,
Fr Pradeep Anthony, SJ, Staff Convenor, Arati Shanbhag, Savio Pereira and Abdulla Nangarath, the student
convenors were present on the dais.
Rev. Dr Praveen Martis, in his inaugural address, said
that we are in a fast changing world. We must update
ourselves and move along with the contemporary digitalized world. Hence, it is necessary for the management
students to attend such workshops and gain more
knowledge on Business Analytics and Digital Marketing.
98 students registered for this workshop.
Ms Arati Shanbhag welcomed the gathering. Ms Runa
Lobo compered the programme. Savio Pereira proposed
the vote of thanks.
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Report of Field Study Programme

Industrial Visit

T

he Department of Economics organized a field study
programme to the final year B A students of Economics

as a part of their academic activity on March 2, 2019. 51
students along with the Faculty members, Dr Norbert
Lobo, Mr Alwyn Misquith and Mr Reji P John visited
Hangyo Ice Cream Factory, Brahmavar and Deccan
plast industries, Baikampady. The exposure helped the
students to know more about manufacturing, marketing
and other process of both the industries.
Reported by Mr Alwyn Misquith
Namma Nadhi Swacha Nadhi - Clean Water
paign

Cam-

D

epartment of Sociology St Aloysius College
(Autonomous) Mangalore in association with Wonder
Splash Water Sports Organization has organized one
day Clean Water Campaign “NAMMA NADHI
SWATCHA NADHI” programme on 7th March at Palguni
River Near Kulur Mangalore.
The main objective of the programme to sensitize students regarding the pollution contaminating the water
bodies of Mangalore River, instill a sense of responsibility and participation among students in environmental

activities, Bring about clean water bodies in Mangalore
city, To create awareness among public regarding the
need to keep the environmental clean and safeguard life
under water.
Total 35 students from Final BA Sociology students have
participated in this program. Under the guidance of Dr.
Prema Dsouza H O D of Sociology Department, students
have done various cleaning activities on the bank of River. Mr. Ravi Paul Ferrao, Promoter of Wonder Splassh
and other staff members of organsiation were present on
the occasion. Programme Concluded with a small water
sports activities of students. At the end Dr Prema
acknowledge the gratitude towards the students and
organization.
Reported by Dr Prema D Souza

T

he students of Post Graduate studies and research in
Economics along with their teachers paid a visit to 3 different industries on 19th March 2019. Our first destination for the day was New Mangalore Port Trust,
Panambur. Students had the opportunity to see a couple
of foreign ships sailing on the port. Mr. Sreenath, (marine
engineer) gave us a clear picture of the projects and prospects of the port for the future. Our next spot was Dec-

can Plast located at Baikampady. Students received more
knowledge about the production of plastic moulded furniture items because of this visit at the Deccan Plast. And
in our final industry which is the Sanjevin food industry
at Bajpe, students had exposure to food items preparation, packaging etc.
Reported by Mr Alen Joshy

Programme Report- Niyukthi

N

iyukthi, Soft Skills for Job Readiness programme
was conducted in St Joseph‟s ITI College, Jeppu on the
08th February 2019. Parallel sessions were conducted to
the final year and second year students on resume preparation and Life skills session respectively.
Ms Leona, MBA student from SDM College was the resource person to the final year students. She gave them a
detailed description on resume and job application preparation. Mr Antonio Noronha, Ms Jesna Johny and Ms
Dona Lukose, 1st year MSW students under the guidance

of Prajna Counselling Centre conducted Life Skills session to the students. Interactive games and group activities were conducted to acquaint the students on life skills
applicability in real life scenarios.
On the 25th March 2019, Niyukthi programme was conducted at College of Fisheries, Mangalore to the 3rd semester students. They were given a session on resume
preparation by Ms Leona from SDM College, Mangalore
and one- on -one session to the class was taken up by the
HRD specialisation students from the MSW Department.
Basic interview questions and possible answers were discussed and students of COF were asked to answer it in
role plays.
Reported by Dr Vidya Vinutha DSouza
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5 Days Workshop On Bioinformatics And Computational Biology

A

five day workshop on “Bioinformatics and Computational Biology” was organized from 18thMar to

22ndMar‟2019 by St Aloysius Institute of Management
and Information Technology (AIMIT), St. Aloysius College, Centre supported by the Department of Biotechnology, Ministry of Science and Technology, Government of
India for 15 MSc Biotechnology students from SAC main
Campus. The workshop was co-ordinated by the HOD of
Bioinformatics, Dr Hemalatha N. The aim of the workshop was to equip the participants with essential tools in
Bioinformatics and Introduction to drug designing.
First 3 days of the programme was handled by Dr Hemalatha, Ms Anusha, and first year Bioinformatics students. Hands on session was held for Bioinformatics databases and different tools in Bioinformatics.
Fourth and fifth day was handled by Kavitha, Manjusha
and Mallika, final year MSc bioinformatics students on
Introduction to docking. Hands on session was held for a
sample on drug designing.
―Session on Right To Information Act and Consumers Act- Dialogue with Prof. Narendra Nayak‖
PG Department of Social Work St. Aloysius College
Mangaluru had organized a session on Consumers Act
and Right To Information Act
(RTI) which was led by Prof.
Narendra Nayak, on 06/03/2019.
Prof. Narendra Nayak is a notable rationalist, sceptic, and godman debunker and RTI activist
from Mangalore. Riya Tomy 2nd
MSW, the student coordinator of
this session introduced the resource person, Head of the Department
Ms
Shwetha
Rasquinha welcomed him with a sapling. The session
started with the introduction about Constitution of India
and he said that every individuals rights and duties are
included in that. Also he said about the Consumers Protection Act 1986 and the different rights of consumers.
While he explained the acts he quoted his own examples
to make the students understand with ease. At the end
of the session he answered the questions raised by both
students and faculty.
All the students of 1st and 2nd year MSW and faculty of
PG Department of Social Work were present for the program. Ain from 1st MSW delivered vote of thanks.
Reported by Dr Vidya Vinutha D Souza

Workshop on ―Civil Services – Plan, Prepare and
Perform-II‖

S

t Aloysius Institute of Civil Services organized its
Second Workshop on “Civil Services – Plan, Prepare and
Perform - II” on 24th March 2019 in Sanidhya Hall, St
Aloysius College, Mangaluru. Mr Anthony Santhosh
Mariyappa, IFoS was the resource person for the workshop. He gave insights to the participants as to how to
crack Civil Services Exam and stressed on the need for
perseverance and commitment on the part of IAS aspir-

ants. Around 100 participants from in and around Mangaluru attended this workshop.
Rev. Fr Pradeep Anthony, SJ, Director of Arrupe Block
provided the information about the courses offered by
this institution.
Dr Donald Lobo, the Co-ordinator of the Institute welcomed the gathering. Dr Joyce Sabina Lobo compered
the programme.
Reported by Ms Chandrakala
Guest Lecture on Food Culture & Society

S

ociology Department of St Aloysius College
(Autonomous) organised a guest lecture on “Food Culture and Society” on 11th March 2019 at Eric Mathias
Hall. The chief guest was Prof Reebu Samuel from
Crossland College, Brahmavar. She emphasized on the
importance of sociology in today‟s society, its uses and
relevance in today‟s society. The talk gave our students a
comprehensive insight into the cultural diversity in eat-

ing habits in a vast country like India. The ways in
which the food habits, preferences and the pattern of
dinning have evolved through the course of the years
were also explained through the seminar.
Differences in ethnicity and cultural background is present in any society and is of great importance in the Indian society too. So there is a need to tolerate and appreciate these differences. The session ended with questions and opinions from the students. Total of 150 students of Sociology have participated in this program. Dr
Prema D souza, Head of the Dept. of Sociology of dept.
and Ms Aysha K were present during the programme.
Reported by Dr Prema D Souza
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Sambhrama 2019

T

he annual felicitation program of the faculty of St
Aloysius College (Autonomous) who excelled in various
fields of expertise was organized on 26.03.2019 at 3.00
PM in Fr. L.F Rasquinha hall of LCRI Block. 107 teaching and administrative faculty were honoured on the

occasion under the categories of "qualification enhancement"(NET/ SLET/ PhD/ any higher degree obtained in
service); special recognition for guiding Ph.D's/MPhil's,
awards conferred; research grants/ fellowship obtained;
books published or chapters contributed to books; newly
obtained recognition as research guides; research papers
published in reputed International or National peer reviewed journals; completing 25 years of service in the
college and staff leaving for better prospects. The awardees received certificates and mementoes; the best research papers selected through scrutiny by a committee
headed by Dr. Richard Gonsalves, were given cash
awards along with certificates and mementoes. The organizing committee consisted of 16 members who shouldered various responsibilities. Dr Ratan T Mohunta,
HOD of English was the coordinator of the event and Dr
Narayan Moolya, HOD of Electronics was the Assistant
coordinator. Rev Fr Dionysius Vas S.J presided over the
program; he was assisted by Rev Fr Praveen Martis S.J,

Media Manthan 2019

P

G department of Journalism and Mass Communication (MAJMC) conducted their annual media fest
Media Manthan 2019, in the campus on March 10.
Anand Patwardhan, revolutionary documentary maker
engaged with the audience in a question answer session
after the screening of his documentary Reason/Vivek.
The eight part film covered various current issues such
as the assassinations of rationalists like Dr Narendra
Dhabolkar, Govind Pansare, M.M Kalburgi and Gauri
Lankesh.
The 261 minutes brought awareness of concepts like castism, mob lynching during beef ban and the uprising by
various fascist Hindutva movements in India. The film

showcased subjects not highlighted by the media. “The
media is not in our hands, and the electronic media is
completely in the hands of a corporate controlled ruling
group that is supporting the government at power,” Mr
Patwardhan said as he spoke of the blatant propaganda
that is televised by most news channels.
Mr. Vishal Nayak was the staff co-ordinator. Around 100
people participated including social activist Vidya Dinakar.
Reported by Ms Tia Boban

UTKARSH

T

he Annual Sports Meet of AIMIT Centre. Inaugural
held on 20th March. Mr. Sagar Attavar, Alumnus, St
Aloysius PU College, Athlete and Entrepreneur was the
Chief Guest for the Inaugural. Henser Lobo was the
Chief Guest for the Valedictory program.

Principal, Rev Fr Melwyn Anil Lobo S.J, the Finance
officer, Rev Fr Denzil Lobo S.J, Director AIMIT and Dr
A.M Narahari, Registrar in doing the honours. Dr Ratan
T Mohunta welcomed the gathering, Dr Narayan Moolya
proposed the vote of thanks and the program was compered by Ms Rowena.K, lecturer, Department of English.
Reported by Dr Ratan Tilak Mohunta
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EPITOME 2k19

T

he 19th Edition of the national level intercollegiate
IT and Engineering Fest Epitome 2k19 was held at the
school of Information Technology and Bioinformatics,
AIMIT, St Aloysius College, Mangaluru on 14th and 15th
March 2019. The program started on 14th March 2019 at
9:30 a.m., the fest was held for two days scheduled in
line with conducting variety of events.
Mr Praveen kumar Kalbaavi, CEO of Novigo solutions,
Mangaluru inaugurated the programme. Rev. Fr Denzil
Lobo SJ Director, AIMIT, St Aloysius College, Mangaluru presided over the function. The program started
with invoking the presence of almighty by college choir.
Prof. Santhosh Rebello, Dean of IT department welcomed the gathering. The theme of the event is “The Pirates of Caribbeans”. The inaugural speech was delivered by Mr Praveen kumar Kalbaavi and he emphasized
on the goals of tomorrow ask the student community
whether to become an entrepreneur or be a part of corpo-

rate company and then strive for the same with dedication and hardwork. He also mentioned that the technologies are changing in random phase within the six
months and down the line the current technology will be
outdated. He also pointed out todays need is Data centric solutions.
In his presidential address Rev. Fr. Denzil lobo SJ pointed out the vast amount of data that is existing and also
about evolution of storage devices. He mentioned the
impact of current memory based education system which
lacks thinking capability of students. The vote of thanks
was delivered by Mr S. Aravinda Prabhu, Epitome Staff
coordinator followed by the college anthem to conclude
the inaugural function.
More than 240 participants from around 22 colleges
across the country participated in pitome2019.
The following were the events conducted.
The event coding was judged by Amit Thapa and Manimozhi. R and was conducted by Faculty coordinator Dr.
Santhosh B and student coordinator Harsha.
The event Web designing was headed by Faculty coordinator Mrs. Annapoorna Shetty and student coordinator
Mr Arjun Vaishnav, this event was judged by Mr Srinivas BL and Mr Desmond Rego.
The mobile app development event was judged by Mr
Thomas and Mr Akshay and was headed by Faculty coordinator Mr Srinvas BL and student coordinator Mr Deepak.
The TechTeam event headed by Mrs. Vanitha T and student coordinator was judged by Rev. Fr Balaraj and Mrs.
Vanitha.

Gaming was the fifth event conducted by faculty coordinator Mr Suman Lasarado and student coordinator Bradely
D‟souza.
Photo and Video editing was a next event headed by FC
Riyaz and SC Vishnu, this event was judge by Ravi K and
Divya Periera and Melwin and Roshan suvaris in round
2.
IT parliament was headed by Ms Nausheeda BS and SC
was Rizan, this event was judged by Mrs Rithika Das in
round 1, Mrs. Dolan Banergee and Dr. Savitha in round
2. Mr Vineet Lasarado and Mr Gerald in round 3.
IT Quiz was held under the guidance of FC Mrs. Suchetha
vijay and SC Manasa, Ms Brilita Princy was the quiz
master.
Treasure hunt event was headed by Mr Roshan Suvarees
and SC Nausheer.
The event IT Manager was headed by Dr Ruban and SC
Ms Varna and the same is judged by the following judges…
Round 2 – Swapna & Annapoorna Shetty, Round 3 –
Wilma & Dr.Roweena, Round 4 – Prof.Amar Cherian,
Round 5 – Dr.Rajesh & Ruben S, Round 6 – Lanwin Lobo
& RJ Errol
The cultural programs started at 6 p.m. on day 1 in amphitheater, which was headed by the faculty incharge Mr.
Riyaz mohammed and student coordiantors Navneeth
and Jibin. In the cultural program our students showcased their talents and it was appreciated by the audiences.
The valedictory function of EPITOME 2019 was held on
15th March 2019 at 4.30 pm. The chief guest was F V
Tauro, assistant general manager, The Catholic Syrian
Bank Ltd, Mangaluru. The guest of honor was Prince Pinto, CEO of My Road Runner and president of the function
was Fr Balaraj, director of AIMIT Hostel. The programme
commenced with invocation by the college choir. Clytan
D‟Silva, the student coordinator of Epitome 2019 welcomed the gathering. Students welcomed the dignitaries
by presenting bouquet of flowers. Aravind Prabhu, the
faculty coordinator of the fest gave a report of the two-day
fest. Akash Kumbhar, the student coordinator introduced
the chief guest to the gathering. The chief guest addressed the gathering. He stressed on the skills and exposure that the students gain during such events. Pizza
base is like a qualification which no one prefers to have.
Student with skills and talent are given more importance
just like pizza with the toppings. Students should be confident, flexible and firm about their future goals.
Riona Fernandes gave a brief introduction of the guest of
honour to the gathering. Prince Pinto, the CEO of My
Road Runner addressed the gathering and shared his
experience being an entrepreneur.
Fr Balaraj spoke about the business ethics to the audience.
Students from various colleges shared their experiences
about 2 days IT Fest with note of appreciation regarding
the amazing hospitality and challenging events. Finally,
the results of various events were declared and the certificates and the trophies were distributed. PA College of
Engineering, Mangaluru bagged the overall championship trophy and runner‟s up trophy was secured by Christ
University, Bengaluru.
Prof Santhosh Rebello, dean of IT, AIMIT rendered the
vote of thanks. The two-day run of the IT fest concluded
with the national anthem.
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Entrepreneurship Development Program

T

he MBA Department of AIMIT (St Aloysius Institute of Management and Information Technology), St
Aloysius College (Autonomous) in Association with Kanara Global Entrepreneurs had organized a one-day Entrepreneurship Development Programme on 30th March
2019 for the second year MBA students.
Mr. Ajith Pai, Chief Operating Officer at Delhivery, Gurgaon was the esteemed Chief Guest for the Inaugural of
EDP-2019. His insights on building a culture of entre-

preneurship served as a good start for a productive day.
The main focus was on steps to be a successful entrepreneur, problem solving skills and adapting to the rapidly
changing business environment. He spoke about the importance of being at the right place at the right time.
Rev Fr. Denzil Lobo S.J, Director, AIMIT delivered the
Presidential address emphasizing on the importance of
dreaming big in life and in business. He highlighted the
importance of family, friends and health in an entrepreneur‟s life and exhorted students to never stop trying.
He put forth an example of a bunch of entrepreneurial
personalities who strove towards becoming successful
and concluded with advising students to routinize their
daily rituals.
The Certificates of the online course on Entrepreneurship from Santa Clara University, California were handed over to the student coordinators. More than two hundred students completed this MOOC course.
Ms. Shifali Saldahna, student coordinator welcomed the
gathering while Mr. Ahmad Safwan, student coordinator proposed the vote of thanks. Dr. Rowena Wright,

There were three sessions conducted and the first session was addressed by Mr. Ajith Pai, Chief Operating
Officer at Delhivery, Gurgaon .He focused on the journey
of Shri Dhirubhai Ambani the greatest entrepreneur

India ever produced. A good entrepreneur must inspire
people around him and be a good leader, he maintained.
His suggestions to young entrepreneurs were to focus on
the product, quality and customer rather than the money. He also said it would be useful to learn new languages to communicate to the suppliers, dealers, service
providers and customers. Success doesn‟t happen overnight is what he concluded his session with.
The second speaker for the day was Mr. Mithun Bhat
Kakunje, Director, Kakunje PlastiPacks Pvt Ltd. Mr.
Mithun Bhat spoke on the seeking employment v/s selfemployment. His highly interactive session involved a
small activity that the students were made to undertake. . He spoke on the relevance of a good business
plan/ framework prior to starting a business. Speaking
about the financial aspect of business, he explained
about the sources of funds, forms of funds which vary
from business to business and also the mobilization of
funds. He shared his own experiences and gave valuable
insights
The third session in the afternoon was addressed by
Mrs. Prathibha Shetty, Pulincha Chits Pvt Ltd. She
spoke about her exciting journey as a woman entrepreneur, important legal compliances along with designing
a B plan template.
On the whole the workshop paved a path to be more informative, interactive and gave students full-fledged
insights to become successful entrepreneurs.

£ÁlPÀ-GZÁ£ïð ¸ÁAUÁÛA
ಕರ್ಾಟಕ ಕೊೊಂಕಣಿ ಷಹಿತ್ಯ ಅಕಡೆಮಿ ಸಗೂ ಸೊಂತ್.ಅಲೊೋಶಿಯಸ್ ಕಲೆೋಜಿನ ಜೊಂಟಿ
ಆಶ್ರಯದಲ್ಲಿ ನಡೆದ ಕೊೊಂಕಣಿ ರೊಂಗ ತ್ರಬೆೋತಿ ಕಯಾಕರಮದ ಕೊರ್ೆಯ ಅೊಂಗಗಿ
ತ್ರಬೆೋತಿ ಪಡೆದ ವಿದ್ಯರ್ಥಾಗಳೊಂದ ಉಚರ್ನಾ ಷೊಂಗತೊಂ ಎನನುವ ಷಮಜಿಕ ಏಕೊಂಕ
ರ್ಟಕವನನು ಪರದಶಿಾಸಲಯಿತ್ನ. ಕೊೋಸಟಲ್ ರಿದಮ್ಸ್ ಬಳಗದೊಂದ ವಿವೆೋಷ ಆಕಷಾಣೆಯಗಿ
ಸಡನ - ನೃತ್ಯಗಳು ಪರದಶಿಾಸಲ್ಪಟಟವು.
ಮನಖ್ಯ ಅತಿರ್ಥಗಳಗಿ ಕೊೊಂಕಣಿ ಭಶ ಮೊಂಡಲ್ದ ಅಧ್ಯಕ್ಷ ರದ ೆೊಂಕಟೆೋಶ್ ಬಳಗೆ ಸಗೂ
ಸೊಂತ್.ಅಲೊೋಶಿಯಸ್

ಕಲೆೋಜಿನ

ಪರೊಂಶ್ನಪಲ್ರದ

ರೆ.ಫ.

ಪರವಿೋಣ್

ಮಟಿಾಸ್

ಸಜರಿದದರನ.
ಕರ್ಾಟಕ ಕೊೊಂಕಣಿ ಷಹಿತ್ಯ ಅಕಡೆಮಿಯ ಅಧ್ಯಕ್ಷ ಆರ್.ಪಿ.ರ್ಯ್ಕ್, ಸದಸಯ ರದ ಲ್ಕ್ಷಮಣ್

Dean- Academics, Swapna Rose, Faculty Coordinator
were also present. Ms. Sharrel D‟Souza anchored the
inaugural function.

ಪರಭನ, ಸ್ಟೋಫರ್ನ ರೊಡ್ರರಗಸ್, ಮಧ್ವ ವೆೋಟ್ ಸಜರಿದದರನ. ಕೊೊಂಕಣಿ ವಿಭಗದ
ಉಪರ್ಯಸಕಿ /ಸೊಂಯೋಜಕಿ ಷಾಗತಿಸನತ್ತ, ಪರಷತವರ್ೆಗೆೈದರನ.
ಸ್ಿತ್ ಫೆರ್ಾೊಂಡ್ರಸ್ ಸಗೂ ರೊೋಹರ್ನ ಸಲದನ ಕಯಾಕರಮ ನಿರೂಪಿಸ್ದರನ.

Reported by Ms Flora Castelino
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Foreign Collaboration Cell – March 2019
Kanara Small Industries Association – Industry-academia Collaboration:
Mar. 13, 2019 – In a sustained effort to engage with the
industry, the Science Faculty of St Aloysius College
spent a full day in the Baikampady Industrial Area visiting factories, Baggundi lake and other sites. The
Principal, Fr Dr Praveen Martis SJ, spent the initial
couple of hours meeting with the industry team in support of this initiative. During the visits, specific industry
requirements that need research, analysis and solution

were identified. The areas of work thus identified, such
as soil and water testing, and greening of the industrial
belt would be further packaged into smaller independent
projects to be taken up by the faculty and students.
Overall, the industry-academia collaboration, along with
internship for students, has opened up new avenues in
our institution‟s regional engagement.

International English Language Testing
System – IELTS:

Mar. 12, 2019 – International Development Program – International English Language Testing System
resource person – Mr Aftab Hamdi, Operations Executive, conducted a session to students of St Aloysius on

University Team Visit – March 2019

U

niversity team led by acting Vice Chancellor Prof.
Kishori Nayak K & accompanied by Prof. K M Balakrishna – Dean - Faculty of Science & Technology, Prof.
T. Mallikarjunappa - Dean, Faculty of Commerce, visited St Aloysius College (Autonomous) on March 30, 2019
to give their views on the College proposal made to UGC
for Deemed to be University status. Principal Dr
Praveen Martis SJ, presented the College based on
deemed to University 2016 guidelines, which included
academic programmes with special thrust on Research,

Infrastructure, Staff –student profile activities. The
Committee sought clarification in few areas, which were
explained by the Principal with documentary evidence.
University team then handed over the Performa to the
registrar to be filled by the College, which was completed at the office of the Registrar. The team then made a
visit to the renovated College Chapel & Museum. The
Committee then went through the Performa filled by the
College & were satisfied with the content given. The
Committee assured the College that they will finalize
the report within 1 or 2 days & the same shall be forwarded to the state higher education commission for
further action.
Reported by Mr Naveen Mascarenhas

5 Days Coaching in F8 for II ACCA Students

how to get through the IELTS test. Further, he shared
information on how to locate the test centers, frequency
of tests, fees and other relevant information with the
students. Mr Anup Denzil Veigas coordinated the event
that was attended by forty seven students.

Saint Louis University, Madrid, Spain

(Exchange of Online Lectures)
Feb. 11, 2019 and Mar. 12, 2019 – SLU and SAC exchanged online lectures in Political Science, delivered by
Dr Laura Tedesco of SLU and Dr Rose Veera. This is in
an attempt to increase the interaction, disengaged from
constraints of affordability and physical travel, with our
international partners.
Reported by Dr Vincent Mascarenhas

'An investment in knowledge pays the best interest'
The second year ACCA students had Five-days revision
session for their upcoming ACCA Examination i.e Audit
and Assurance (F8) which commenced on 22nd of March
2019.
'A jack of all trades is a master of none'.
Efficient
teacher Mr. Sudeesh Sharma who took up the coaching
for ACCA aspirants. He is a CA by qualification and is
associated with ISDC and teaches the ACCA students in
different institutions. His lecture comprised of briefing
students on various topics. Mr Sharma took up the session by giving various live examples and discussed numerous real time cases. Exam type questions were also
solved and the different techniques to approach and
solve the questions were also discussed.
The students found his lecture very beneficial as the
topics very taught in a practical manner. They gained a
lot of inputs from Mr. Sudheesh Sharma. The session
was conducted for 5 days and concluded on 26th of
March 2019.
Reported by Ms Pooja
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Talk by Dr Shamprasad VR

T

he Department of Post Graduae Studies and Research in Biotechnology organised a talk on Drosophila –
a genetic model system in Biological Research by Dr
Shamprasad Varija
Raghu,
Ramalingaswami
Fellow
(DST) and Associate
Professor,
Department of Applied Zoology,
Mangalore
University.
Dr
Shamprasad introduced he students to
the vast expanse of
studies that can be
carried out using the
very humble and
small Drosophila which is commonly known as the fruit
fly.
The speaker elaborated on the research that is in progress at the newly set up Neurogenetic laboratory at the
University. He spoke about various research questions
and stated that many of the answers lie within the Drososphila, it just needs to be tapped by committed research.
He invited the students to come up with projects involving Drosophila and also to visit the laboratory with these
projects. He also stressed on the need to be dedicated
when working on research projects as perseverance
alone leads to success.
Reported by Ms Sushma Patrao

Tribute to Soldiers

T

he PG department of Journalism and Mass Communication (MAJMC) of St Aloysius College (Autonomous),
conducted a face painting competition on March 30, 2019
from 2pm to 5 pm. The event was conducted in collaboration with Chaithanya (NGO) at St Aloysius College. The
theme of the competition was “War and Humanity”. The
chief guest for the program was Dr Muraleedhar Naik,
founder director of Chaithanya and retired professor of
Mangalore University.
The event was conducted as
a tribute to the soldiers who
lost their life in Pulwama
attack.
Addressing the audience,
Dr. Muraleedhar Naik said,
“India had seen two great
wars in Mahabartaha and
Ramayana. These two wars
were led by the rulers itself
and had ethics. India has
grown as a great nuclear
power like the countries China, US and Russia. Nuclear
war can cause serious harm and this earth cannot survive one more war. Journalism is the fourth pillar of our
nation & it can bring humanity back to the world”
The face painting competition witnessed the participation of twenty teams from different colleges. The first
prize was bagged by students from St Aloysius College
and the second prize went to students of AIMIT centre
of the College.
Reported by Ms Chandrakala

Awareness on swimming for special kids: A first time initiative at Mangalore

T

he PG department of Journalism and Mass Communication (MA - JMC) of St Aloysius College (SAC) conducted
„Schwimmen‟, a two-hour talk and interactive session on the importance of swimming for the parents of special children on March 29, 2019. The event took place at Arivu intervention centre, Shakthi Nagar. The speaker of the event
was Mr Sharath Kumar Shetty, swimming instructor of St Aloysius swimming pool.
The event was organised in collaboration with Arivu, an early intervention centre for special children and learning
disability. “When you are playing in water you feel happy
and this will reduce all your physical, mental and social
stress. I have trained a girl of twelve years who had a bend
backbone. After three years of training in swimming she
was able to walk straight,” said Sharath Kumar Shetty.
Parents actively interacted with speaker and he could
cleared their doubts and queries.
“Swimming is more than a medicine; it benefits special children for improving their mental, social behaviour, and
physical health. It also helps the hyperactive children to
concentrate on one particular thing. We would like to provide special sessions on swimming for special children twice
a week after summer at Aloysius swimming pool” he added.
Poornima Bhat, administrator of Arivu said, “Swimming is
one sport that enhances all our five senses and it is proven
that hydrotherapy will systematically train the children.
This is the first time in Mangalore that the students are coming up with such an initiative for special children.”
On this occasion Radhakrishna Bhat, treasurer of Arivu trust, Ms Tia Boban, Assistant Professor, St Aloysius College, social work students and teachers of Arivu intervention centre were present.
Reported by Ms Chandrakala
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Report of M.Sc Physics—March 2019

Science Faculty Meeting
Date: 21.03.2019 - 4PM in X502
Agenda:
1. Review of Maintenance Work
2. Infrastructure improvements
3. Academic progress of students –observations
4. Attendance shortage
5. Thanking Retiring staff
6. Any other matter
The meeting began with a prayer & welcome by the Director.
 LCD, LCD Screen, Automatic switching of the Generator
Director informed that these will be carried on in the
vacation.
 Need of second Stair Case to the science block.
 Requirement of additional wash room for ladies.
Director informed that, both these items have been
brought to the notice of the Management in June 2018.
 To have Restriction on the number of activities student
may take part.
Director informed that, a detailed notice will come from
the Principal for the next academic year, as the matter
has been already discussed with the Principal in the
Director‟s meeting.
 Director informed that the attendance shortage cases are
reduced drastically and is less than 2%.
 Our Staff Prof Precilla D‟Silva & Prof Rajgopal Bhat are
in service only in this academic year. Dr Richard
Gonsalves, Director LCRI Block felicitated Prof Rajgopal
Bhat & Dr Hemachandra felicitated Prof Precilla D‟Silva.
 Under Any other matter,
It was suggested that
 Separate cultural fest for Associations should be avoided.
 Students going to the „Campus Chill‟ during the class
intervals should not be allowed.
 Staff members should do the invigilation duty
„Seriously‟. This is not only in view of students complain
during the I internals of Even Semester , Even otherwise
 Mr Naveen Mascarenhas briefed about CBCS electives.
 Director suggested members to suggest the changes in
the printed handbook of the College Calendar, so as to
have effective administration/follow up of the students.
 The meeting was concluded with Vote of thanks by the
Director at 5.15PM
Reported by Dr John Edward D’Silva

Research Interaction

S

ocial Science Research Interaction session held on
22.03.2019 friday at 3
pm in Maffei Block
204.
Research
findings of Dr Sunil D'
Souza on BC Model in
Financial
Inclusion,
was presented and
discussed. Teachers of
Social Sciences participated in the session.

S

tudents of MSc Physics visited Mangalore University laboratory facilities on 30 March, 2019. They visited
DST PURSE Lab, Centre For Advanced Research In Environmental Radioactivity (CARER) facility, 8 MeV electron Microtron and The Centre for Application of Radioisotopes and Radiation Technology (CARRT) facility. The
students got an opportunity to interact with professors
as well as Research Scholars in various labs. This visit
gave them an exposure to the recent developments in
research in different areas of Physics.
Six students of II Semester MSc Physics visited Indian

Institute of Scince (IISc), Bangalore during their Open
House on Saturday, 23 March 2019.
Reported by Dr Chandrashekhara Shetty T

Departmental Evaluation 2019 – UG
Programmes

A

s a regular practice, the College Administration
conducted departmental evaluation of the all UG faculties in the month of March 2019. The heads of the departments presented the yearly report through a power
point presentation consisting of (1) Staff & Students
Achievements (2) SWOC & student feedback (3) Certificate and Add on courses (4) Perspective plan with
Deemed to be University as a reference (5) Student support & progression slides.
The unique features of each department were recorded
& appreciated by the members present. Lot of suggestions, ideas were proposed by the members to each of
these dept‟s, which could be discussed further at the departmental level meeting for review, action & possible
implementation.
In all, 6 meeting were scheduled for the Science, Management, Commerce, Computer Science, Application &
Animation, Arts & Vocational Programmes on March 27,
28 & 29, 2019. Deans & Directors of each faculty, IQAC
Coordinator & Principal gave their observations. Important once were (a) Staff to complete few MOOC
Courses (b) To engage in research to enhance qualification (c) Organize guest lectures on current topics (d)
Conduct at least 1 Certificate programme per department (e) publish research work in UGC listed journals
Continued … page no. 16
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Aloysian Literature Festival

A

loysian Literature Festival, hosted by the Department of Postgraduate Studies and Research in English of
St Aloysius College (Autonomous), Mangaluru held a
testimony to the adage which speaks volumes about the
value of literature in society. There were many firsts
that were associated with the festival; it was the first

literature festival in St Aloysius College, first literature
festival to be hosted by any college in Dakshina Kannada. The eight day festival included three national level
workshops and a national seminar. The festival was inaugurated on 9 February with an audio visual presentation on the struggles of Warli tribals who live in the outskirts of Mumbai. Principal of the college Fr Pravin Martis SJ and Rector of Mangalore Jesuit Education Society,
Fr Dionysius Vaz SJ inaugurated the festival. Both of
them appreciated the department for choosing
„Conservation of Ecology‟ as the theme of the festival and
emphasised the need to preserve the ecological diversity
which will not only nurture life but also inspire art and
culture.
On 9 and 10 February “A Workshop in Film Appreciation” was held under the mentorship of Sri Abhaya
Simha, alumni of St Aloysius College, and Film and Television Institute of India, Pune. He is a renowned director and an accomplished screenwriter who has made

films in Kannada, Tulu and Malayalam. He has also won
national awards for Gubbachigalu and Paddayi. The
workshop was designed as an introduction to conceptual
areas of cinema like time, space, mise-en-scene, genres
and movements. The workshop attempted to enhance
the participants‟ understanding of cinema in its various
dimensions including aesthetic, creative, communicative,
industrial and commercial. The workshop helped the
participants in contextualizing a film in its historical,
social, political and technological perspectives and then

went on to explain the language of pictures and sounds
and the meaning created by their design, juxtaposition
and sequencing. Through an exhaustive collection of
clips in numerous languages, genres, and time periods
Sri Abhaya Simha outlined a brief history of cinema, its
movements and moved on to important technical aspects
like cinematography, colour, editing, and mise-en-scene.
With short clips from famous films like Baraka,
Schindler’s list, Yojimbo, Roshomon and The Throne of
Boold he explained how films made in different languages influence, contradict, and shape each other aesthetically.
Ninasam Tirugata team performed Sethu Bhandana,
written and directed by Akshara K V on 9 February. The
play offered a metaphorical reflection on the changes
catalysed by a bridge that removed the physical isolation
of a village from the nearby city. The idea of bridge plays
a powerful role in the play and elevates it into a philosophically rich reflection on the ideas of change. According to the philosopher and critic Sundar Sarukkai,
“there are many types of bridges that Akshara con-

structs in this play such as the one between thought and
action, truth and language, memories and reality, stories and real-life happening, past and the future, tradition and change”. On 10 February, play Ashcharya
Choodamani written by Shakthi Bhadra, translated by
Venkataramana Aithal and directed by Joseph John was
performed by the Tirugata team. The play was a retelling of Sita‟s abduction and eventual liberation with stylised, powerful, emotive expressions under the influence
of Kodiattam and dominant music, compelling acting
and aesthetically pleasing costume.
A national seminar on “Ecology and Literature” was
organised on February 11 and 12. Jnanapitha Awardee
and Director of Kendra Sahitya Academi Prof Chandra
Shekara Kambara inaugurated the seminar. He said
that most of the Indian folk stories are connected with
nature. The people in villages still have intimate relations with the nature surrounding them. He argued that
the introduction of English made us the slaves of the
system which developed an attitude which doesn‟t allow
us to question the system. He contemplated that the
study on agriculture started with what Aristotle spoke
on farming. He regretted that most of the policy makers
in the field of agriculture hardly attempt to understand
how our ancestors were practising farming in the country for generations. Kambar said globalisation has taken away indigenous value systems.
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Aloysian Literature Festival
He remarked that we are living in an era where politics
lacks wisdom, and the need has now come to protect nature, inculcate values and wisdom in our lives. He said
that Indian culture has taught us to love and conserve
nature. He said that if people wanted to cut a tree in the
olden days, they used to offer a pooja to it and before
chopping the tree, they used to seek permission. Such

belief made them protect our nature. However, he lamented that the British system of education blamed our
faith as blind beliefs.
The national seminar on “Ecology and Literature” was
conceptualised to evaluate the representations of ecology
in literature. Different representations of humans and
nature are seen in the form of talking plants, animals
and humans or in the celebration of nature in literary
texts. The relationship of humans with nature is millennials old; however, the industrial revolution marked a
major shift in this relationship. As technological consumption and scientific development resulted in greater
exploitation and overuse of natural resources, the relationship between Ecology and Literature too had to take a turn.

The interactions in the seminar focussed on preservation
and survival of ecology against hazardous global warming and climate change. In Theodore Roosevelt words,
these narratives on ecology try to inculcate in everyone a
belief that our, “natural resources as assets which must
be turned over to the next generation increased, and not
impaired, in value.” Through many multidisciplinary
areas like Ecofeminism, Ecosophy or Eco Aesthetics
many pertinent questions were raised, such as;
 How should Literature attempt to define, interpret,
look at and understand nature?
 Should we stick to the basics of perceiving nature as
god or as a mother? Or, do we need to see nature as a
thing or object, steadily ravaged by human greed?
 How can literature address the question of nature
and conservation?
 Is „toxic consciousness‟ here to stay as an integral
part of the analysis of nature in literature or is there
a way forward or beyond?
The seminar also examined the figurative power of literature in trying to mediate our relationship with the
world around us. The debates centred around factors
like historical periods, geographical location, Nation,
Race, Gender and Class to locate or relocate the interaction between literature and nature. Dr Pramod K Nayar
from University of Hyderabad delivered the key note
address on “The Plasto(s)cene: Eco-graphics in Rachel
Hope Allison‟s I‟m Not a Plastic Bag”. Dr Naga Raju
from Central University of Karnataka spoke on

“Cosmopolitan Ethos: Reclaiming inter-species histories”. Dr Rajendra Chenni, director of „Manasa‟ Centre
for Cultural Studies focussed on Ecological Worldview in
Amitav Ghosh‟s Writing. Dr Vijaya Kumar Boratti elaborated on the Representing Animals in Kannada Cinema.
Sri Raghunandana, Sri Shiva Sundar and Dr Vaishali
KS addressed the delegates on, The Guffaw of the
Corpse: A soliloquy on literature and ecology, Ecocide
and Verbicide in the Kannada Universe, and Reconfiguring the relationship between the Human and NoHuman: Towards an Environmentalist Praxis. Prof.
Nagesh Hegde Senior Journalist and Environmentalist
presented a visual lecture on “Pope‟s Encyclical: Religion
and Science to Rescue our Planet. More than 30 research
scholars and teachers from different colleges and universities across India presented their research articles on:
the Future of Nature Writing, Beyond Anthropocentric
Narratives, The Power of Language vis a vis the Power
of Nature, Literature, Nature and Culture, Cultural negotiations with Nature, The birth of Capital and the End
of Natural Science, Ideological Contradictions of Nature
conservation, Nature Narratives and Counter Enlightenment movement, Ecology and Cinema, Subaltern voice
and ecology, Philosophical Disjunctures in Nature Writing, Role of Philosophy of Animism, Pantheism or Pantheism in Ecology, Politics of Nature Writing, Eco consciousness in classical literature, Philosophy and Ecology, Folklore and Ecology, and Life style diseases and role
of environment.
The seminar ended with a valedictory programme presided over by Rev. Fr Leo D Souza S J, Director, Laboratory of Applied Biology and Chief Guest of the occasion
was Prof. Alwyn D‟Sa, Director of Administrative Block.
A workshop in cultural studies and critical thinking
through theatre and arts appreciation entitled “Playing
the World: Intuition, Enquiry, Insight” was offered
on 13, 14 and 15 February 2019 by Raghunandana, poetplaywright and stage director. It was not a workshop in
stage directing, or acting. Instead it sought to understand what constitutes the art and act of theatre. It
sought to explore and elucidate the relationship between
the theatre and other arts such as literature, music,
drawing, painting, dance, martial arts, photography,
cinema and such purely commercial practices as advertising and marketing, which have been appropriating,
always and continuously, aspects of the theatre and every other art. As part of that exploration and elucidation,
the workshop engaged with social histories
and the debates concerning them; with histories of science and technology; with certain aspects of philosophy;
and with the study of the human faculty of language and
linguistic creativity. Through such engagement, it attempted to show how the theatre, across the world, continually mirrors, reflects upon, and responds to historical
and social change.
The workshop will not be limited to lectures and discussions. It was an inter-active and gave primacy to the seeing of videos, images and photographs, and the listening
to of music, along with the reading and discussion of a
few short pieces of writing.
The workshop made the participants critically analyse
television serials and films as compared to the art of the
theatre. The materialistic and narcissistic way of life
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Farewell to final year UG students

Aloysian Literature Festival
largely meant to attract the middle classes as showcased
in television serials and the obsession with location and
real life representation in films is replaced with a simple
& humanist approach in the theatre. The art of the theatre centers around a "willing suspension of disbelief"
whereby the viewer‟s become active participants in the
process. This was elaborated to the participants through
videos where ordinary trunks were used as stones etc.
Elaborate review of the film PK made the participants
aware of how a plot is structured around a central theme
projecting human dilemma and what constitutes a great
theme. The last session of the workshop was literally
dramatic. It's main objective was to show how theatre is
the best way to showcase real art. With the famous
Shakespearean dramatic monologue of Hamlet set as an
example we viewed how different producers tried to portray the crisis of Hamlet all falling short of one or the
other aspect of the desperate tone in the character.
A
one-day
Workshop
on Editorial Cartoons
was held on
the 16th of
February.
The resource
person was
Sri
Satish
Acharya, a
renowned
cartoonist who was recognised by Forbes as an Indiabased intellectual. The workshop was an earnest effort
to introduce students to the craft of conceptualising, visualising and creating editorial cartoons. With easily understandable steps, the Kundapura-born cartoonist
briefed the audience on the sketching aspect of cartoons.
The self-trained artist simplified the human figure and
encouraged the audience to develop an eclectic style of
drawing. Stressing on the importance of staying abreast
of the news, he also advised the attendees to examine
affairs with a critical yet cheeky eye. The session was
lively and interactive, with Mr Acharya drawing caricatures of the audience, asking volunteers to pose as models and even giving the attendees a concept to draw a
cartoon of. The event saw participants - young and old come together to appreciate and learn more about the
fascinating art of cartooning.
A valedictory of Aloysian Literature Festival was held at
5 P M in the Robert Sequira Hall, Dr Loveena Lobo, Director of Maffei Block and Dr P P Sajimon Dean of PG
studies were the invited guests. Both the guests stressed
the need of the hour to related literature with important
issues of life and congratulated the department for hosting an elaborate, eight day literature festival.
Aloysian Literature Festival, a first of its kind of an
event hosted by the department of Postgraduate Studies
and Research in English of St Aloysius College was the
most fruitful, intellectual exercise for eight days which
offered enormous opportunities for the students, teachers, and research scholars to explore new possibilities in
the field of film, theatre, literature, ecology and editorial
cartooning.
Reported by Mr Girish N

C

ollege organized farewell programme to the passing
out students of UG at Fr L.F. Rasquinha Hall of LCRI.
The schedule was as follows.
March 12, 2019 – Science Faculty, March 13, 2019 – Arts,
BCA & B.Voc Faculty, March 19, 2019 – Commerce Faculty, March 21, 2019 – Management (BBA) Faculty
It was a formal programme organized by the respective
faculties under the leadership of the director of the block.
The staff members conducted the proceeding starting
with a prayer song followed by welcome address. One
senior staff of the faculty spoke on the occasion & inspired the students to do well and excel in the field they
choose to continue. Student members, one or two of them,
expressed their sentiments and narrated the campus life
at St Aloysius both in terms of academic and nonacademic matters. This made every student recollect the
nostalgic moments they spent in the campus. Registrar of
the college Dr A.M. Narahari wished the student all success as they prepare themselves to write one last examination in their UG Course. Director of the respective
block requested all the students to come back to the campus whenever they can, to speak to the staff, students of
the faculty. The Alumni association (SACAA) member
requested all students to become life members & to contribute to the Alma Mater in their own capacity once they
settle in life. SACAA President requested the students to
come to the annual reunion function on January 12 every
year, which is the foundation day of the institution. The
door of the SACAA office in the campus is always open to
welcome you , to spend some time in the campus, he said.
Fr Principal, in his massage addressing the students as
friends gave important points, tips and manthras to become successful in life. He reiterated the 4 C‟s of Compassion, commitment, Conscience & Competence, each
aloysian must practice & live to make this world a better
place. He gave the worldwide picture of Jesuits in education & told the students, that wherever you may go you
will find a Jesuit product interact & associate with. He
thanked the students for choosing St Aloysius as their
College for UG programme & told them the possibility of
continuing at St Aloysius for pursuing their Master Degree education. Finally he requested the students to be
the good ambassadors of the college & to keep the aloysian flag high by being good citizens of the country.
At the end of the programme memento in the form of a
class photo and a short massage was distributed to each
student.
Student spent sometime in joy, capturing photos, sharing
& narrating incidents, events happened in the campus
as they sipped the juice served to them.
Reported by Mr Naveen Mascarenhas
Dept. Evaluation 2019 – UG Programmes

(Continued from page no.13)

(f) Catering to the needs of academically stronger &
weaker students (g) staff – students to make use of
MOU‟s signed by the College with industries, Universities both Nationally and Internationally.
Feedback on Governance, support system & other facilities was collected from each staff. IQAC Cell will analyse
the staff feedback. IQAC Cell also collected the Dept.
Power Points for future reference.
Reported by Mr Naveen Mascarenhas
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Faculty Excellence
MR M. A. NADAF - Dept. of Hindi
was participate and presented a research paper in Two
day National seminar on “SAMAKALIN HINDI SAHITYA KA SAMAJIK
SANDARBHA”
Presented paper
title “RAJA NIRABANSIYA
KAHANI KA SAMAJIK-BHASHA
VISHLESHAN.”
Organized by University College, Hampanakatta, Mangaluru. Date – 22 & 23 March 2019.
DR NORBERT LOBO - Dept. of Economics
Resource Person: “Community Awareness and Empowerment Workshop to the Community Leaders of Kallianpur Deanery of Udupi Diocese”, Kallianpur, 10-032019
Resource Person: “Community Awareness and Empowerment Workshop to the Community Leaders of
Kundapur Deanery Udupi Diocese”, Kundapur, 24-032019
MR SREEJESH P.C - PG Dept. of Biotechnology
Presenter and author: Sreejesh P C, Asha Abraham. Bioactive compounds derived from ovarian microbiome as a potential therapeutic agent against ovarian
cancer. The proceedings of National seminar Research
Trends in Frontier areas of biological Sciences. Mangalore University. 2019: 24.
Co-Author: Anandakrishnan K, Sreejipina P, Sreejesh
P C. Experimental validation of grassroot practice for
the control of diabetic using a wild ash gourd (Ney Kumbal a )
on
st re pto zot oci n
i nduce d
di abe tic
rats. The proceedings of National seminar Research
Trends in Frontier areas of biological Sciences. Mangalore University. 2019: 17.
MS.ROICY REKHA BRAGGS & MS. SANDHYA U
SIRSIKAR - Dept. of Hindi
Attended and Presented a National level seminar on
the topic ― “Samakalin Hindi Kavya Sahithya Ke
Sandarb me” organized by University College, Mangaluru on 22nd and 23rd of March 2019.
DR ROWENA WRIGHT - Dept. of MBA
Chairperson for Research Paper Presentations at the
National Conference on Management NXT held at SDM
PG Centre for Management Studies & Research, Mangalore on 22nd March, 2019.

DR RAJANI SURESH - Dept. of MBA
Dr Rajani Suresh conducted a training session on MARKETING MANAGEMENT SKILLS at the Staff Training
College, Karnataka Bank as part of the Managerial Excellence Programme for Newly Promoted Managers on
12/03/2019

DR JOHN SHERRA - Former Vice Principal
Research Paper titled “Unique Metro Domination Number of Circulant Graphs” got published in an International Journal in 2019. (International J.Math. Combin. Vol.1,
DR RICHARD GONSALVES - Director LCRI
Completed Annual Refresher Programme in Teaching - ARPIT 2019, in
Chemistry through online platform
„Swayam‟ of Govt. of India. He secured
86% in the test conducted by National
testing Agency (NTA) held on March 30,
2019.
The following staff members successfully cleared
KSET examination held in December 2018.
 Dr Swarnalatha B N, PG Dept. of Biochemistry
 Ms Rashmi, Dept. of BCA
 Ms Shilpa Shetty, Dept. of BCA
 Ms Claret Pereira, Dept. of BBA
 Ms Vinaya Durga, Dept. of BCA
 Mr Mahabubali Nadaf, Dept. of Hindi
 Ms Runa Lobo, Dept. of BBA
 Ms Maria Shaila D Souza, Dept. of Political Science
 Ms Jeshma N. D Souza, Dept. of BCA
 Ms Jyothi S. Vaz, Dept. of UG Chemistry
 Mr Shawn A. D Souza, Dept. of UG Physics
 Ms Prafulla, Dept. of BCA
 Mr Hariprasad Shetty, Dept. of Zoology
 Mr Shakin Raj, UG Dept. of Commerce
 Dr Jyothi N. Rao, PG Dept. of Chemistry
 Mr Arjun Prakash, UG Dept. of Commerce
DR DILEEP M R, Dept. of BCA
Successfully completed his Ph.D vivavoce examination and defended his thesis entitled “The Design and Development of Noval Approaches for the
Recognition of Human Facial Emotions
and Appearances”.
Faculty Student Excellence
PG Dept. of Biotechnology: Two groups of students working under projects presented papers at the national conference. Details as below.
 Sushma Patrao, Apeksha Naik, Diksha Naik and
Smitha Hegde: “A study of the tolerace of fungi associated with Pteris vittata and Pityrogramma calomelanos to arsenic”. „National Conference on New
Trends in Biotechnology and 14th Conference of Society of Cytologists and Geneticists‟ held on 6-8 March,
2019 at Bapuji Institute of Engineering and Technology, Davanagere.
 Ablin Jose, Lissa Jose, Sushma Patrao and Smitha
Hegde “A study of the edaphic factors of the soil associated with Pteris vittata and Pityrogramma calomelanos” „National Conference on New Trends in Biotechnology and 14th Conference of Society of Cytologists and Geneticists‟ held on 6-8 March, 2019 at Bapuji Institute of Engineering and Technology, Davanagere.
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Student Excellence
List of students selected for Syngene:
Sl.
No

Reg. No.

Name

Course

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

179314
179305
179303
179321
179313
179323
179307
179309

Rashmitha Acharya
Divya A Shetty
Amrutha Sudheer
Telma Rodrigues
Rajalaxmi Pai
Vishnu K
Hashna S R
Keerthi Kumari

Analytical Chemistry
Analytical Chemistry
Analytical Chemistry
Analytical Chemistry
Analytical Chemistry
Analytical Chemistry
Analytical Chemistry
Analytical Chemistry

Football : Champions of Mangalore university Inter
Collegiate football tournament for women 2018 -19 held
at Alva's college of Physical Education, Moodabidri on 14
March 2019.

List of students selected for L&T Constructions:
Sl. No.

Reg. No.

Name

Course

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

163449
164155
163569
163689
163460
163434
162442
163248
163454

Jaison Styron Misquith
Sharan Shashidhar
Susheer Shetty
Vinaayak Menon
Moideen Rameez
Brayan Flexon Dsouza
Cliffy John Thomas
Hilton Abhilash Nazareth
Laveesh Kumar

B.Com
BBA
B.Com
B.Com
B.Com
B.Com
BSc(SCsM)
B.Com
B.Com

10
11
12
13
14

163280
164479
162463
162235
163031

Vaibhav Rohith Rodrigues
Sidharth E D
Gladson Toney
Hrejul Premdas
Ebin Mathew

B.Com
BBA
BSc(PSM)
BSc(PEM)
B.Sc(SEcM

Technotronics 2019: Our students won the Overall
Runnersup in the intercollegiate IT Fest „Technotronics
2019‟ organized by DMS College, Goa on 6th & 7th
March 2019. Allwyn secured II Place in Webd, Edwin
secured I Place in Photography, Edwin and Prayag secured I Place in Virtuality, Mousuf and Rayner secured I
Place in Dr Debug and II Place in Android Builder, Alvaro secured II Place in Model Making and Webd, Romy

List of students selected for WIPRO
Reg. No.

Name

Course

162342

Melton Jaison Pereira

BSc(PCsM)

162501
162353

Karthik K R
Maxim Joyal Serrao

BSc(ECsM)
BSc(PCsM)

8

162333
162309
162344
154624
162332

Anisha D Souza
Rishika
Prathiksha Roshal Dcosta
T Vaishali
Amritha

BSc(PCsM)
BSc(PCsM)
BSc(PCsM)
BCA
BSc(PCsM)

9

162361

Harshitha Shettigar

BSc(PCsM)

Sl. No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

AJIET – AAKAR – 2K19: Our students were the Overall
Runnersup in the intercollegiate fest AJIET – AAKAR –
2K19 organised by AJ Institute of Engineering and Technology, Mangaluru on 9th March 2019. The participants
were: Reynard Lobo, Russell Mathias, Shamanth, Mayur, Rixon, Karthik, Vinayak,Jain Syriac, Savin, Sidharth, Vaishnavi Nayak, Shri Gauri K
N, Olinda Fernandes, Shruthi, Swaroop, Pavan, Ashley, Relston, D
evika, Sannidhi.

secured I Place in Eagle Eye and Animation, Vaishali
secured II Place in Model Making and Justin secured I
Place in Vlog. Group events : II Place in Groupfie and I
Place in Ice Breaker.
Chemistry students of our college participated in
*Uthkanan-2019*, national level chemistry fest at NITK
and won the *Runners up trophy* and the following
prizes
Quiz 1st- Erol and Neil First B.Sc..
JAM 1st- Varun First B.Sc.
Lab event 3rd - Besin and Ratan second B.Sc
Seminar 2nd - Nanditha second B.Sc
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Student Excellence
ACCA Qualifying Examination

KSET Exam:
Glary Placid Fernandes, II MBA cleared
KSET Exam held on Dec 2018

The following students of
M.Sc. Biochemistry cleared
KSET (Dec. 2018).

Stu-

dents: Stuthi, Vindhya Rao,
Anthony Derrick and Sanober Asoora.

Cleared CA Intermediate Group I:
Cleared CPT:

Shiny
has

Mascaren-

Poornananda
Acharya

Shraddha
Bhandary

Aaron Fernandes

B.Com ACCA Students who have cleared F7 paper 2018:

Steve D Costa

Rahul
mayor

KSET Exam : The followings MCom & MCom (Finance
and

Anaytics)

Santhu-

T K Abraham

Jenisha D Souza

Fathima Sana

Aaron Rodriguez

Jithesh P N

Clerissa
Dsouza

Princia V. Britto

Taiba Navas

Ashma

Cleared IPCC

students

cleared KSET Exam (Dec
2018).

Silvia

Joao,

Vanessa

Das

Merus

Oral

Ro-

drigues, Joyce Muriel Mascarenhas
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